APPENDIX-I

COLONIES FALLING IN DIFFERENT WARDS OF ROHTAK CITY BY LEVEL OF QUALITY OF LIFE.

High quality of life wards:

Ward no. 5 - Pirji Mohalla, Shori Market, Sarai Mohalla, Paich Paras Ram.
Ward no. 6 - Partap Mohalla, Kalalan Mohalla, Punjabi Ramlila Ground.
Ward no. 7 - Chameli Market, Paras Mohalla, Bada Bazar, Pithwara Mohalla, Pardhana Mohalla.
Ward no. 17 - Udmi Pura, Vijay Nagar, Jain Jati ji, Mahajan Paadav.
Ward no. 19 - Palika Bazar, Sant Nagar, Hari Nagar, Arya Nagar, Green Road, Shakti Nagar, Civil Lines.
Ward no. 22 - Kishan Pura, Laxmi Nagar, Vikas Nagar, Jail Road, Chand Nagar, Durga Colony, Jhang Colony, Mansarowar Colony.
Ward no. 23 - D.L.F. Colony, Area along Delhi Road.
Ward no. 24 - Partap Nagar, Jagdish Colony, Ram Nagar, Naitaji Nagar, I.T.I., Power House Colony, Geeta Colony.
Ward no. 25 - Chinmot Colony, Patel Nagar, Circular Road Colony.
Ward no. 28 - Arjun Nagar, Subhash Nagar, Bharat Colony, Model Town.
Ward no. 29 - Chanakaya Puri, Jasbir Colony, Kamal Colony, Part of Model Town, Tilak Nagar, Ram Gopal Colony, Jat School Colony, Chhotu Ram Nagar.
Ward no. 32 - Shivaji Colony, Chawla Colony.
Medium Quality of Life Wards:

Ward no. 1 - Lal Bhadur Shastri Colony, Sainik Colony, J.P. Colony, Shyam Colony, Indira Colony, Saini Anand Pura, Kartar Pura, Surya Nagar.

Ward no. 4 - Rajendra Colony, Bhiwani Road, Shiv Nagar, Krishana Colony, Guru Charan Pura, Sugar Mill Colony.

Ward no. 8 - Silara Mohalla, Kewal Ganj, Dhobi Mohalla, Dairy Mohalla, Mata Darwaja, Gujran Mohalla.

Ward no. 13 - Hanuman Colony, Tej Colony, Area Near T.B. Hospital.

Ward no. 14 - Kirpal Nagar, Chuni Pura, Chaman Pura, Bhagat Singh Colony, Gurunanak Pura, Mahavir Colony, P.W.D. Colony.

Ward no. 16 - Para Mohalla, Quilla Mohalla

Ward no. 18 - Ghann Pura, Bhisati Pura, Ravi Das Nagar, Shastri Nagar.

Ward no. 20 - Saini Pura, Police Lines Colony, Radio Station Colony, Prem Nagar, Durga Colony, Bhagwan Colony.

Ward no. 26 - Gandhi Nagar, Jawahar Nagar.

Ward no. 27 - Part of Gandhi Nagar, Delhi Road Area.

Ward no. 30 - Adarash Nagar, Dariya Singh Nagar, Dev Colony, Medical Campus, University Campus, Shri Nagar Colony.

Ward no. 31 - Azad Nagar, Kamla Nagar, Ekta Colony, Ambedkar Colony, Chhotu Ram Colony, Preet Vihar, Housing Board Colony, Shastri Nagar.

Ward no. 33 - Tek Nagar, Kath Mandi, Ram Nagar.

Ward no. 34 - Vijay Nagar, Hari Singh Colony, Janta Colony Vishwakarma Nagar.
Ward no. 35 - Part of Janta Colony, Agarsain Colony, Naya Padav, Sunariya Chowk.

Low Quality of Life Ward

Ward no. 15 - Sanjay Nagar, Saidas Colony, Ashok Nagar, Bhandal Mohalla, Tagore Street.

Ward no. 21 - Sukh Pura, Azad Garh, Part of Prem Nagar, Chunni Pura, Kailash Colony.

Very Low Quality of Life Wards

Ward no. 2 - Gadhi Mohalla, Krishana Colony, Nand Colony, Part of Kartar Pura.

Ward no. 3 - Part of Babra Mohalla, Balmiki Bastri, Pill Kothi, Part of Ambedkar Nagar, Kauyan Mohalla.

Ward no. 10 - Saini Vas, Roop Nagar, Baba Laxman Puri Colony, Gopal Colony, Part of Babra Mohalla.

Ward no. 11 - Nehru Colony, Shora Kothi, Jind Road, Rainuk Pura, Part of Dairy Mohalla

Ward no. 12 - Khokra Kot, Balmiki Badi, Part of Para Mohalla Gohana Road.

Source - House Tax Branch, Municipal Committee, Rohtak.